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In freshwater and brackish water systems, cyanobacteria
form harmful algal blooms (cyanoHABs) because of cyanotoxin production. Molecular methods have significantly
increased our understanding on the distribution of genes
involved in the production of toxins within the phylum of
cyanobacteria. This book is designed as a handbook describing the molecular monitoring of toxigenicity and diversity of cyanobacteria in surface waters including lakes, rivers, drinking water reservoirs but also in food supplements.
This handbook, edited by Rainer Kurmayer, Kaarina Sivonen, Annick Wilmotte and Nico Salmaso is the first one of
its type providing up-to-date overviews plus the necessary
scientific basis for the subsequent use of molecular tools,
qualitative and quantitative analyses and the interpretation of the results.
Although genetic methods are only able to indicate the
potential of toxin synthesis it is possible that molecular detection tools will also support risk
assessment in the future. On the other hand if the cyanobacteria do not have genes for toxin
production they are not able to produce a specific toxin. The use of molecular tools in monitoring comprises (i) Early warning (i.e. waterbodies bearing a risk in toxic bloom formation
could be identified early on in the growing season possibly assisting in an economically more
efficient application of cyanotoxin detection techniques), (ii) Understanding environmental
drivers (i.e. early identification of toxigenic genotype occurrence may lead to a more detailed
recording of environmental factors potentially influencing the abundance of toxigenic genotypes), (iii) Identifying toxigenic cyanobacteria (i.e. by sequencing of PCR amplified DNA fragments indicative of cyanotoxin synthesis).
44 standardized operational protocols (SOPs) written by 37 scientists participating in the CYANOCOST network describe the steps of water (food supplement) sampling (six protocols),
cyanobacterial strain isolation and purification (six protocols) and taxonomic assignment
(two protocols), nucleic acid extraction (eight protocols) and downstream analysis including
conventional PCR (nine protocols) as well as qPCR (eight protocols) but also diagnostic and
transcriptomic microarray (two protocols), genotyping (one protocol) and community characterization by Next Generation Sequencing techniques (two protocols). A list of toxic strains
containing the respective target genes and which are available through international culture
collections has been compiled and will serve as reference materials and control measures to
make sure that a specific molecular method works. Finally the application of molecular tools
is reviewed with regard to environmental samples but also with regard to quality control in
microalga biomass production.
The handbook is intended to be used by trained professionals analyzing cyanobacterial toxigenicity and diversity in water samples in the laboratory in both academic and governmental
institutions, as well as technical offices and agencies which are in charge of water body surveillance and monitoring. Students will learn important methods’ standards of essential protocols including steps from sampling until results evaluation.
Download a flyer of the two CYANOCOST books already published (with links to Wiley,
Google books and Amazon).
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CYANOCOST Special Issue in AIOL (open access)
The CYANOCOST special issue in Advances in Oceanography and Limnology
(AIOL) is a collection of 13 papers
grouped under six thematic topics that
resulted from international collaboration within CYANOCOST. There was a
great interest for this Themed Issue expressed by numerous authors across
Europe. We believe that many of the
articles will have long-lasting usefulness
for the CYANOCOST community as well
as for a broad audience of international
researchers and experts.
The topics of the AIOL issue are:
 Cyanobacteria occurrence
 Cyanobacteria and cyanotoxin environmental occurrence and monitoring
 Cyanobacteria and cyanotoxins in
drinking water – occurrence, monitoring, removal methods
 Cyanotoxin detection techniques
 Cyanobacteria and cyanotoxins long
term monitoring/reviews for specific
geographical regions

Capelli, Damjana Drobac and Spyros
Gkelis, for their highly professional
editorial work. The Co-Editor in-Chief
of Advances in Oceanography and
Limnology Nico Salmaso is cordially
thanked for his help and goodwill in
realizing the Themed Issue.
The Special Issue is open access. The
papers can be viewed and downloaded here.

The collection also includes a Review/synoptic paper of CYANOCOST
research.
We want to acknowledge and congratulate the four Guest Editors of this
Themed Issue, Pavel Babica, Camilla

Invitation to the Marine Drugs
Special Issue “Marine Bacterial
Seas and oceans are inhabited by a vast
diversity of bacteria. Together with other
microbes, they account for the largest
fraction of biomass produced in seas and
oceans. Marine bacteria also constitute a
rich source of metabolites characterized
by a unique structure and potent biological activity. Toxic metabolites produced
by these microorganisms can be divided
into endotoxins—the lipopolysaccharides
that constitute an integral part of the cell
wall of Gram-negative bacteria, and exotoxins—which are produced and excreted
by living cells of Gram-negative and Gram
-positive bacteria. Several toxic compounds, originally ascribed to fish or invertebrates, have turned out to be produced by symbiotic bacteria. For example,
a cytotoxic peptide called dolastatin was
initially isolated from sea hare, Dolabella

auricularia. Later, the cyanobacteria from
Symploca and Lyngbya genus were found
to be the actual producers of the compound.

biosynthesis, biological activity and mode of
action of the compounds; (3) environmental relevance, impact on human health and
biotechnological and pharmaceutical application; and (4) new tools and innovative
The significance of toxins in functioning of methods used in the analysis of toxic mabacteria is still a subject of debate. They
rine bacteria and their metabolites.
may constitute an element of survival
strategy or play the role of signal moleWe cordially invite you to submit your recules. Despite their toxicity, they are also search to this Special Issue of Marine Drugs,
exploited as potential therapeutic agents and hope that, with your input, the present
or tools in studies into the mechanism of state of knowledge regarding different asessential metabolic processes. In this way, pects of marine bacterial toxins will be uptheir Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde nature is manidated and/or reviewed.
fested.
Prof. Hanna Mazur-Marzec
This Special Issue, “Marine Bacterial Tox- Dr. Anna Toruńska-Sitarz
ins”, will collate high quality papers foGuest Editors
cused on (1) known and new marine bacDownload the Special Issue Flyer
terial producers of toxins, their diversity,
phylogeny and geography; (2) structure,
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CYANOjobs
Scientist/curator for coordinating and developing R&D activities and management of the cyanobacteria collection –
Belgium: The ULC collection is one of 7 decentralized biological resource centers integrated within the Belgian Coordinated
Collections of Microorganisms (BCCM) (http://bccm.belspo.be/). The consortium with complementary expertise offers high
quality microbial and genetic resources as well as a broad-ranging service portfolio and scientific expertise for industry and
academia.
Postdoctor position in Microbial Chemistry—Sweden: Uppsala University is looking for a postdoctoral researcher to join the
Microbial Chemistry section at Chemistry – Ångström. Research in the Microbial Chemistry group is focused on cyanobacteria, photosynthetic microorganisms with the ability to convert solar energy, carbon dioxide and water into useful compounds.
PostDoc - Microalgae cultivation and processing—Switzerland: The ETH Sustainable Food Processing group is looking for a
candidate who is highly motivated to work in a collaborative project with an international food company that aims at developing targeted algae cultivation and processing of certain green algae species.
Team Leader / Study Director Aquatic Ecotoxicology - Germany: Eurofins Agroscience Services Ecotox GmbH.

CYANOevents
6th International Symposium “Marine and Freshwater Toxins
Analysis”, Baiona, Spain, 22-25 October 2017. (Supported by
CYANOCOST). Deadline for registrations/submissions is now 15
September 2017. Download the flyer of the Symposium here.
ICHA 2017: 19th International Conference on Harmful Algae, San
Diego, USA, December 18-19, 2017.
SETAC Europe 28th Annual Meeting, Rome, Italy, 13-17 May
2018,
AlgaEurope, Berlin, Germany, 5-7 December 2017.
The 18th International Conference on Harmful Algae (ICHA18),
21-28 October 2018, Nantes, France.

Subscribe to the US EPA—Freshwater HABs Newsletter, edited by Dr. Lesley V. D’Anglada for more
info on upcoming events in USA.
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CYANOresearch
www.cyanocost.net

You are invited to distribute
CYANOnews to anyone who
may be interested. You can
subscribe/unsubscribe
by
using the Contact form in the
webpage.
Send your contributions to
CYANOnews, or posts for the
website, facebook and twitter
by e-mail to Tri Kaloudis.
Send your papers that
acknowledge CYANOCOST by
e-mail to Tri Kaloudis. You
can acknowledge CYANOCOST in the future if you think
that the network had a positive contribution to your
work. CYANOCOST papers will
be disseminated through all
CYANOCOST media.

Latife Köker is a researcher at the Department of Freshwater Biology, Faculty of Aquatic Sciences, Istanbul University. She has her MSc and pHD degrees under supervision of Prof. Dr. Meriç Albay. While she was pursuing her
MSc, she went to the School of Biotechnology and Biomolecular Sciences in New South Wales University in
Australia as a Guest Visitor under supervision of Prof. Dr.
Brett A. Neilan for six months. She worked on the detection of toxin genes of microcystin-producing cyanobacteria
during her stay in Australia.
Her PhD was related to dynamics of toxic and non-toxic
genotypes of Microcystis aeruginosa in a Lagoon located
in Istanbul Metropolitan area. During her PhD, she spent
two months at the Potsdam University in Germany, working with Prof. Dr. Elke Dittmann’s group in a short-term
scientific mission funded by CYANOCOST. During her stay
in Germany, water samples collected from the lagoon
were analyzed using Western Blot and Dot blot immunoassays to detect the cell bound- microcystin. They observed peculiar dynamics of free and cell-bound microcystin with depth.
Since her bachelor degree, she worked more than
12 (national and international) projects related to
water quality, cyanobacteria bloom potential and
cyanotoxin production in Turkey and determination of the needs of the management of cyanobacterial risk. She wants to focus on the consequences
of harmful algal blooms in both freshwater and
marine ecosystems and associated risks for human.

Photos: Latife Köker sampling (top right); In the lab
with Prof. Reyhan Akcaalan (left).

CYANOpapers
This column features papers that acknowledge CYANOCOST. A list of all publications can be downloaded from www.cyanocost.net
(updated regularly).

Jussi Meriluoto, Ludek Blaha, Gorenka Bojadzija, Myriam Bormans, Luc Brient, Geoffrey A. Codd, Damjana Drobac, Elisabeth J.
Faassen, Jutta Fastner, Anastasia Hiskia, Bastiaan W. Ibelings, Triantafyllos Kaloudis, Mikolaj Kokocinski, Rainer Kurmayer, Dijana Pantelić, Antonio Quesada, Nico Salmaso, Nada Tokodi, Theodoros M. Triantis, Petra M. Visser, Zorica Svirčev (2017). Toxic
cyanobacteria and cyanotoxins in European waters – recent progress achieved through the CYANOCOST Action and challenges
for further research. AIOL 8(1). https://doi.org/10.4081/aiol.2017.6429
Svetislav S. Krstić, Boris Alesovski, Jiří Komárek (2017). Rare occurrence of nine Microcystis species (Chroococcales, Cyanobacteria) in a single lake (Lake Dojran, fYR Macedonia). AIOL 8(1), https://doi.org/10.4081/aiol.2017.6236
Myriam Bormans, Blahoslav Maršálek, Daniel Jančula (2016). Controlling internal phosphorus loading in lakes by physical
methods to reduce cyanobacterial blooms: a review. Aquatic Ecology, 50(3), 407-422. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10452-0159564-x
Jutta Fastner, Sally Abella, Arni Litt, Giuseppe Morabito, Lajos Vörös, Károly Pálffy, Dietmar Straile, Reiner Kümmerlin, David Matthews, M. Geoff Phillips, Ingrid Chorus (2016). Combating cyanobacterial proliferation by avoiding or treating inflows
with high P load—experiences from eight case studies. Aquatic Ecology 50(3), pp. 367-383. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10452015-9558-8

Marta Monteiro, Margarida Costa, Cristiana Moreira, Vitor M. Vasconcelos, Mafalda S. Baptista (2017), Screening of BMAAproducing cyanobacteria in cultured isolates and in in situ blooms. J. Appl. Phycol. 29(2), 879-888. https://doi.org/10.1007/
s10811-016-1003-4

